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Abstract 
This paper presents the modeling of 2 sets power converter capacity 20 kW, which one has connected with the 
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) side and the other one, has connected to the grid side. This system 
is use for small hydropower (SHP) applications. In order to be able to implement the control algorithm, 20 kW PMSG 
is model based on synchronous reference frame and designed in Matlab/Simulink. The simulation results show the 
electrical power flow from the generator system fed in to the grid side. The DC Link voltage must be keep constant 
value during the operation time. This model is able to use for implementation in the laboratory on future work. 
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1. Introduction  
Power electronics trend in renewable energy industrial was growth up more than 10 years; their applied 
for wind turbine electrical generators plant, electricity generators from solar energy plant, electricity 
generators from bio mass plant, electricity generators from hydro power plant etc. In [1]-[6] had presented 
wind turbine electricity generation by synchronous generator all of type of excites by direct current or 
permanent magnet, WRSG (Wound Rotor Synchronous Generator) and PMSG. They can be operated 
with variable speed control without speed reducer gear. The alternative application is applied to connect 
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with power electronics equipment; uni-polar directional converter, bi-directional (B2B) converter, and 
etc. The one side of B2B is connected to the generator side and other side is connected to grid system. 
This research presents the applications of B2B for hydroelectricity power plants. The electricity is 
produced from water, which is flowing into hydro turbine. It will generate torque to drive the PMSG shaft 
to be generated electricity instead of the original style that use wind power. The electrical power from the 
PMSG is connected with B2B converter for transferring the electrical power to grid system. The research 
shows the simulation results of power quality with using Matlab/Simulink program. It can be injected the 
power to grid system. 
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Fig.1. PMSG Grid connected diagram 
2. Small Hydro Turbine  
Hydroelectric power plants convert the hydro power to produce the electrical energy. The hydro 
power is increased power that depends on the differential level of head and tail water. The head water is 
higher than tail water [7]. The power is related to head water as Eq. (1): 
 ,P gdQH  (1) 
where P denotes water power ( )W , Q water flow rate to hydro turbine 2( / )m s , g gravity 
2(9.81 / )m s , d water density 3( / )kg m , and H  head water ( )m . 
 
The hydroelectricity can be calculated by Eq. (2): 
 ,W Ptnf  (2) 
where W is electricity power energy /kW h , P  hydropower kW , t  produce time h , n  
efficiency of hydro turbine, and f  water fluctuate coefficient. 
 
Kaplan Hydro Turbine  
The Kaplan hydro turbine type is selected in this research because it can be used in the low head 
water. The Kaplan hydro turbine has been developed from the Francis hydro turbine but it controls the 
water inlet to drive turbine shaft on direct axial flow. The water flow rate is expressed in Eq. (3): 
 2 21 14 h m d d
Q D D V A V  (3) 
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where Q is water flow rate 3( / )m s , 1D hydroturbine blade diameter ( )m , hD  hub 
diameter, dA oultet area
2( )m , and dV outlet speed of hydro turbine ( / )m s . 
 
3. Permanent magnet synchronous generator  (PMSG) 
The PMSG is a regular Synchronous Machine, where the DC excitation Circuit is replaced by 
permanent magnets for eliminating the brushes. Without the brushes and the slip rings, the PMSG has a 
smaller physical size, a low moment of inertia, which means a higher reliability and power density per 
volume ratio. Also by having permanent magnets in the rotor circuit, the electrical losses in the rotor are 
eliminated. Due to the mentioned advantages, the PMSG are becoming an interesting solution for hydro 
turbine applications. The stator phase voltage is given by equation (4) 
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 (4) 
where , ,a b cv v v is three phase voltage, sR stator resistance, , ,a b ci i i three phase current, , ,a b c  
stator flux 
The abc to dq transformation is needed for simulating the small hydro power plant control in 
Matlab/Simulink. The abc to dq transformation is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Reference frame in a three phase circuit 
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Voltage Equation in dq System 
 dsd s sd e q
du R i
dt
 (5) 
 qsq s sq e d
d
u R i
dt
 (6) 
Flux Equation in dq System 
The dq fluxes equations are expressed in Eqs. (7) and (8): 
 d d sd mL i  (7) 
 q d sqL i  (8) 
Torque Equation 
The electromagnetic torque can be derived from the expression of electromagnetic power, which is 
expressed in Eq. (9): 
 3 ( )
2em m e e d sq q sd
P T i i  (9) 
The relationship between the electrical and mechanical speed is illustrated in Eq. (10): 
 
2e m
P
 (10) 
This means that the expression for the electromagnetic torque, in dq coordination system, is as 
following below: 
 3 ( )
2 2e d sq q sd
PT i i  (11) 
By replacing the flux expressions, from Eqs. (7) and (8) into the torque equation, the following 
equation is obtained: 
 3 ( ( ) )
2 2e m sq d q sd sq
PT i L L i i  (12) 
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The first term is the interaction torque between the magnetic field and the sqi current and the second 
term is the reluctance torque. As previously said the dq inductances for the surface mounted PMSM are 
equal, so the torque relation for this kind of machine is: 
 3
2 2e m sq
PT i  (13) 
Power equation 
The expression of the active and reactive power is presented in Eqs. (14) and (15), respectively: 
 
 sd sq sq sdP u i u i  (14) 
 sd sq sq sdQ u i u i  (15) 
The general mechanical equation of the machine is: 
 me L m d
dT T B T J
dt
 (16) 
Converter for Grid Connected 
The system has used the power converter for transferring the active and reactive power to grid system 
the flow diagram is shows in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3. Grid-connected flow diagram 
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Fig. 4. Grid side converter controlled diagram 
The grid connected control flow diagram is shown in Fig.4. 
Grid connected control system 
The grid side converter has cascade connected from the PMSG side and control by current loop 
used for transfer 3 phase to 2 phase coordination system, the equation 
as following below;  
 
2 ( 0.5 0.5 )
3 a b c
x x x x  (17) 
 
2 (0 0.866 0.866 )
3 a b c
x x x x  (18) 
where x  is variable parameter  instead of voltage and current.  
 
Eqs. (18) and (19) are used for transferring 0  to dq : 
 cos sindx x x  (19) 
 sin cosqx x x  (20) 
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Phase Lock Loop (PLL)  
PLL technique was applied to this research because this application will generate the grid angle for the 
grid side control. This technique is calculated by Eq. (21): 
 1tangrid
v
v
 (21) 
where grid  is grid phase angle. 
 
4. Voltage Source Converter (VSC) 
The DC-link voltage must be boosted to controls level at 650 volts (around 2 time of grid line to line) 
higher than the grid line-line voltage. The power flow of the grid side converter is controlled in order to 
maintain the DC-link voltage  level to constant during operation time,in the same time the PMSG side is 
controlled by speed.The both side fo power converter is sepparate by capacitor and separate controls  for 
control system.The capacitor is the DC link storage and dc filter for prepare the good DC voltage quality 
before convert to AC voltage by grid side converter and fed the power into grid line as follow. 
 
5. Simulation results 
The water flowing from the damp or similar location (need differential head water and tail water) has 
assigned to fix volume and flow rate pass into the hydro turbine, the hydro turbine shaft was rotated to 
drive the PMSG shaft at continuous synchronous speed, the AC voltage from PMSG will supply the 
constant voltage to the generator side converter the converted AC voltage to DC voltage, this voltage 
. The DC link voltage from the PMSG converter side is couple by the grid 
side converter, between both converters has parallel connected by capacitor. On the operation time the 
system controller must be maintained the DC link voltage to stand still during grid side converter had fed 
the active and reactive power to grid line. The PLL (Phase Lock Loop) technique is the easy way for used 
to tracking grid voltage angle and frequency for generates the control signal to control power converter 
during operation time.  
Table 1. Equipment parameters 
Description Parameter Values 
Electrical system 
Voltage  220 / 380Y  V 
Current  37.98 A 
Power Factor 0.8 
Frequency 50 Hz 
Resistive load 20 kW 
PMSG 
Pole 8 
Rated Speed 900 rpm 
Rated Power  20 kW 
Rated Voltage 400 V 
Rated Current 29 A 
Frequency 60 Hz 
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Fig. 5. Grid side voltage
Fig.5 shows 3 phase voltage in per unit of grid side, during operation time till synchronize time (On
grid) at 0.2s and off grid time at 0.4s, the voltage sine wave have a little bit fluctuated and then go to
stand still.
Fig. 6. Grid side current
Fig. 7. Grid side PQ
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Fig. 8. Grid side power converter voltage 
 
Fig. 9. Grid side power converter current 
Fig.6 shows 3 phase grid side current in per unit; during operation time till on grid at 0.2s the current 
sine wave had decreasing smoothly and standstill at 0.3s continuously. On the off grid time at 0.4s the 
current amplitude had fluctuated time around 0.05s before standstill at time 0.4728s.  
Fig.7 shows 3 grid side powers in per unit, at on grid time the active power has decreasing smoothly 
and standstill at 0.3s in the same time the reactive power has a little bit fluctuated. On off grid time at 0.4s 
the reactive power had fluctuated time more than active power and then go to standstill at time around 
0.4728s.  
Fig.8 shows 3 phase grid side power converter voltage in per unit, the voltage sine wave not smoothly 
may be effect from switching time, when on grid period the voltage sine wave smoothly than off grid 
period. 
Fig.9 shows 3 phase grid side power converter current in per unit, on grid period the controller has 
controlled grid side power converter to build up the current fed into grid line. The current continuous 
increasing value since on time period till standstill at time 0.3s and then cut off immediately at off grid 
time. 
Fig.10 shows grid side power converter active and reactive power in per unit, the control system can 
be controlled the PQ transfer from the PMSG side to grid line continuously, at off grid time that we have 
disconnected PMSG from grid line, we found the fluctuated like Fig.5.6 and then zero at time 0.4278s. 
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Fig. 10. Grid side power converter PQ 
 
Fig. 11. Resistive Load 20 kW current 
 
Fig. 12. DC Link voltage 
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Fig.13. Resistive load side PQ. 
Fig.11 shows 3 phase current during operation time, the configuration measurement 
were measured phase to ground point, the values shows max max,v i  for grid load side. The voltage sine 
wave and system responsible like Fig.5. Fig.12 shows DC link voltage during operation time. At on grid 
time the voltage drop down from the target around 0.7 volt within 0.02s after that the system controller 
used time 0.02s for adjust the voltage increasing to maintain point at 650 volt. The designer must be 
careful when designed the equipment, because the damping voltage at off grid time higher than 650 volt. 
Fig.13 shows power flow at resistive load, the PQ continuous fed into the 20 kW load.  
 
6. Conclusion 
The modelling of grid connected with small hydro turbine and PMSG by using vector control 
technique results shows in Matlab/simmulik program. When the PMSG system has synchronized into the 
grid side at time 0.2s the system has a little bit fluctuated and then continuous fed the power into the grid 
side. The result of simulation will be implemented in laboratory for compared with theory and practice 
result on the further work. 
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